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ERRATA SHEET

For: ''Midwater trawl catches from QJeen Charlotte Sound and
the open ocean adjacent to the QJeen Charlotte Islands"

by F. H. C. Taylor

Fisheries Research Board of Canada
Technical Report No. 11, 1967.

A reversal of syllables has occurred in the generic name
Borodinula (incorrectly spelled Borodulina) and should
be amended on the following pages:

Page 14, Section 7 - Heading should read "Borodinula iofans (?)
(GUnther) instead of "Borodulina ... "

- Line 5, "~9i!.!i"

- Line 11, "Borodinula Whitley 1931."

Page 19, line 13 - "Borodinula iofans"

~, Under "Species" column, Table II - "Borodinula infans"
and "Borodinula a.illi"
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MIDWATER TRAWL CATCHES FRa.I EEN CHARWrrE SUJND AND THE OPEN

OCEAN ADJACENT TO THE Q.lEEN CHARWrrE ISLANDS

In 1964 and 1965 a survey was carried out in Queen Charlotte Sound and
off the west coast of the Queen Charlotte Islands to describe the ocean sbund
scattering layers and to determine the type of fish associated with them. This
general area was chosen because of the variety of bottom topography offered.
There are coastal banks and gullies which form a productive commercial fishing
area, the continental slope, the continental borderland, and regions with sea
mounts. Off Queen Charlotte Sound the Dellwood Hills rise from 2200-2600 m
to 550-915 m; farther north and west the Bowie Seamount rises from 2930-3110 m
up to 45-90 m.

Three cruises (Fig. 1) were made with the 177-ft side trawler, (XiS
G.B. Reed. The first cruise, 64-6, from June 6-23, 1964, covered the coastal
banks and gullies of Queen Charlotte Sound and the continental slope and border
land out to the Dellwood Hills. The second cruise, 64-12, from October 27 to
November 14, 1964, was undertaken primarily to survey the herring potential of
the west coast of the Queen Charlotte Islands and was confined mainly to the
inlets and narrow shelf of these islands. However, six midwater hauls were made,
four on the outer edge of the continental shelf off Cape St. James, one on the
edge of the shelf off the Goose Island Bank and one in the gully southeast of
this bank. The third cruise, 65-7, from July 8-18, 1965, covered two stations
beyond the continental shelf, one 38 km southwest of Cape St. James, and the
other 63 k:m southwest of Tasu Sound, and a third station on the Bowie Seamount
about 125 km west of the northern end of Mnesby Island.

METHODS AND EClJIPMENT

On the first cruise and on most of the third a large German Engel
midwater trawl was used (Scharfe, 1960). This net was 120020-00 meshes in
circumference, and graded through a series of mesh sizes to 2-cm mesh in the
codend. The head and groundlines measured about 38 m, the breastlines about
35 m. On the six midwater tows of the second cruise a slightly smaller Engel
net was used, 120(, 16-an meshes in circumference, grading back to a codend of
the same size as the first. On both nets two 300 kg weights were attached to
the lower wing corner; and 82 2D-an (8-inch) Phillips aluminum floats were
spaced along the headline. Both nets had a vertical mouth opening of 13 to
15 m when towed at speeds of 3.7 to 6.5 km/hr. Five square-meter SiJoerkrub
otter boards were used to spread the Engel nets. On the first cruise 15O-m
bridles were used between otter boards and net, but were found too long for
operating close to the bottcm in relatively shallow water. On the second and
third cruises 55-m bridles were used and found satisfactory in both shallow
and deep water. The smaller Engel net was lost halfway through the second
cruise. Trawling was then confined to bottan tows in shallow waters with a
Gulf balloon shrimp trawl. This net had a 17-m headline and a 21-m groundline,
the codend was 3.8-an mesh. For the last seven tows of the third cruise a
small 12-m Barraclough..Johnson trawl (Barraclough and Johnson, 1960) spread by
200-an alul1inum otter boards was tried.
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No attempt has been made to compare the catches made by the shrimp
trawl or by the Barraclough~ohnsontrawl with those made by the Engel nets.
Catches by the two Engel nets are probably reasonably comparable. The only
di fference between them was in the size of the mesh in the front part of the
cody. In both the body mesh sizes were large compared to the size of the fish
caught. Problems associated with the differential selectivity of the various
"'esh sizes in the Engel nets make it almost impossible to detennine the effective
areas of the mouths, and so to express the catch quantitatively in tems of
numbers of individuals per volume of water strained by the net. However the
catches are probably comparable with one another, provided adjustments are made
for di fferer.ces in towing time and speed. Sane contamination of the catches in
deeper hauls probably occurred wi th the passage of the net on setting and
hauling through shoaler sound scattering layers. However the amount is probably
sma 11 as the length of time the net would spend in the shoaler concentration was
short 1 CaDoarison to the towirq time at the desired depth.

The G.B. Reed is equipped with two Simrad 51D-5 echosounders, operating
or. 38.5 kc/sec and 53.0 kc/sec, and a 30 kc/sec Simrad 580-5 echoranging set.
This set can <:llso operate as a sounder. The 510-5 sounders have a pulse power
outpu':, of 450 watts; t:he 580-5 echoranger of 1000 wa ts. The sounders have four
bas ... c range scales of 0-70, 0-140, C-275 , and 0-550 fml, each with four phasing
stE'PS overlapping by about 25%. The echoranger has two basic ranges, 0-800 and
0-135 fIn, the latter with two phasing steps, 100-235 and 200-335 fml. An 11
kc/sec Edo model 185 sounder associated with a Westrex Precision Depth Recorder
WdS <lvailable but not used as it was found to be operationally hazardous.

On all tows the depth of the trawl was monitored by a "net-soonder"
syst.em The 38.5 kc echosounder (Simrad model 510-5) operated a 10 x 16 an
tra"sducer attached to the headline of the net through 730 m of Amergraph
type 3-H-l cable. This cable has three insulated copper conductors in a PVC
jacket, covered by double reverse layers of galvanized perforated steel wire,
18 strands to the layer. The cable is slightly less than 79 nun in diameter.
The breaking strain is 3270 kg. In shallow water and in hauls close to the
bottom the transducer sounded downwards. The echogram showed the verti ca 1
mouth opening of the net and the distance the net was above the bottom. In tows
in deep water the transducer faced upwards sounding off the water surface. The
echogram then showed the distance the net was below the surface. The net was
set to fish above, below, or in a particular target zone by using the required
length of warp (usually four times the desired depth). Adjustments to depth
to keep the net at the right depth were made by changing the vessel speed.
Most hiluls were made at an average speed of 4.6 to 6.5 km/tn, approximately
the maximum speed with the large Engel net. A pressure operated depth gauge
recording on a small circular chart was used on sane hauls. While this gauge
operated satisfactorily, it did not' provide as much or as accurate infonnation
as the net-sounder system.

The position of each tow on the three cruises is shown on the map
{Fig. 1) and given in Table I together with pertinent infonnation on time, depth,

IThe equivalent model of echosounder with metric scales has basic
ranges of 0-125, 0-250, C-5CX and 0-1000 m, each with 4 phasing steps. The
equivalent model of echoranger has 2 basic ranges 0-1500 and 250 m, the latter
with 2 phasing steps of 2OL-4~0 and 450-650 m.
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relation to scattering layers and size of catch. The two deepest tows were
64-6-21 and 65-7-19. The latter, made at a depth of 510-595 m required 1375 m
of towing warp. The exact depth of tow 64-6-21 is not known; 1830 m of towing
warp were used, the maximum possible. It exceeded the length of transducer
cable available. Judging from the warp length-depth ratio of tow 65-7-19,
the depth of 64-6-21 may have been about 730-825 m-.

The species caught, the tows in whi ch they occurred and the numbers of
each taken are given in Table II. A total of 90 species in 39 families was
caught, including eight not recorded before from British Columbia. The un
caomon species are described in a later section of this report.

The appearance of the sound scatters, either layers or school, varied
with depth and with the type of locality - over coastal banks or gullies, in
inlets, or over the continental slope and borderland. Descriptions of the
di fferent types encountered are given, followed where applicable by information
on the catches made.

1. Sound scattering layers

A. The surface layer

This layer was always present but varied considerably in intensity and
thickness. It was frequently double. When single, this layer usually extended
to about 16-22 ~below the surface (Fig. 2a - top, right side), the greatest
thickness observed was 33 m. When double, the upper part usually extended to
about 18 m, the lower part from 20-22 m to about 29-37 m (Fig. 2a - top, left
side). The thi ckest double layer observed extended to 66 m.

When the surface layer was well developed, it gave the appearance of
having a solid core with less intense top and bottom fringes. Individual
echoes were not apparent (Fig. 2a - top, left side). As it became less intense
it developed a "spikey" appearance; individual echoes could be distinguished
(Fig. 2a - top, right side) but appeared softer or less solid looking than
individual midwater echoes (Fig. 2a - bottOOl).

The intensity of the surface layer varied with season, location, and
time of day. It was somewhat more intense, and double layers more frequent in
summer (June-July) than late autumn (October-November). In both summer and

art is interesting to note that all the aluminum headline floats had
collapsed from pressure.

3 The receiver has a time-varied gain control incorporated in it.
Suppression of the receiver is complete for the first 7-9 m and then decreases
concanitantly over the next one-third of the scale range. Thus the first
9 m of depth appear blank on the paper.
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3utumn the layer was generally less intense over the coastal banks, particularly
the Goose Island Bank than in the deeper water around the banks or over the
continental slope and borderland beyond. However, over the Bowie Seamount, this
layer (Fig. 3) was more intense than in the surrounding ocean. \

In the autumn the surface layer was less intense along the west coast
of the Queen Charlotte Islands than in the Goose Island Bank~ape St. James
region to the south and east. In the inlets the surface layer was almost always
less intense and thinner than outside; it often had a smudgy appearance (Fig. 2b).

In any area the layer tended to be more intense at night than during
the day. A striking example of rapid increase in intensity occurred in McIntyre
Bay on November 7. At dusk the layer extended 7-15 m, and was smudgy
appearing (Fig. 2c). In less than 10 minutes it had changed to an intense,
solia appearing double layer 7-33 m thick (Fig. 2d). It continued intensi
fying but more slowly until a double layer 51-55 m thick was formed (Fig. 2e).
Later in the evening the layer decreased in intensi ty to form a single layer
33 m thick.

The behaviour of the surface layer and its variation in intensi ty
particularly at night suggest that it is biological in nature, most probably due
to concentrations of zooplankton. It did not appear to be mechanically induced
by reverberations from the hull or by aeration of the surface waters. Surface
tows were not productive. Catches where made were generally sparse. The
composition of the catch appeared to depend on the type of locality and to reflect
to some extent the composition of the corresponding midwater or bottom catches.
The surface catches made are discussed in more detail in later sections.

B. Midwater and near bottom echoes in coastal waters

In appearance these echoes seemed to be of three general types!

(a) A diffuse, soft, rather fonnless or "smudgy" layer (Fig. 2a - left
centre at 134 m). This type was observed by itself on only two or three occasions I

however it probably occurred more frequently in conjunction wi th other types of
echo.

~ _ The di Huse layer is thought to be produced by schools of the larger
zooplankton. On several occasions when such echoes were observed large numbers
of euphausiids were found entangled in the web or seen washing out of the net as
it was hauled in.

(b) In the second type, the individual elements, where apparent, are diffuse
or blurredj large schools have the homogeneous appearance typical of schools of
herring and of similar small schooling fish (Fig. 2f). Recordings of this type
were encountered mainly on the west coast of the Queen Charlotte Islands, in
some of the inlets there, and along the edge of the very narrow continental
shelf off Moresby Island.
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Catches - The bottom where such echoes were encountered was usually too rough for
trawli:1g_ However one short haul through such a school at the entrance to Port
Chanal yielded a large catch of herring. Another haul on a large school off
Skidegate Channel resulted in the loss of the Engel net on a peak hidden by the
school A few herring were however found 5ti 11 entangled in the part of the net
that remained. No large schools of t.his type were observed in ei thet summer or
late autumn in the vicinity of the Goose Island Bank.

(c) The most coomon type of midwater or near-bottan echo in coastal waters
appeared to be aggregations of separate dash-like traces (Fig. 2a scattered 90 m
to bottorn; 2b). Each dash may represent an individual fish. As the schools
beca:ne denser the dashes tended to merge to fonn short streaks or blotches. The
traces sometimes then developed a less hard, more diffuse appearance (Fig. 2g).

Echoes of this type were widespread; they were observed in Queen
Chdrlo1:te S::>und cO'1centrated mainly along the southeast edge of the Goose Island
Ba.,)c, in the gully between this bank and the coastline, in that southeast of the
Sed Otter Group, in McIntyre Bay, off the northwest shore of Graham Island, and
in Serle of the inlets along the west coast of both Graham and Moresby Islands.

( .. ) Coastal gullies - in both surrmer and late autumn this type of echo
...as probably most abundant off the southeast edge of the Goose Island Bank.
S...hools ...ere sometimes extensive. On one occasion a midwater layer of single
dash-like echoes was observed extending across the gully from the southeast
edge of the bank to the shallows off Mexicana Point. The school began at about
~he 82 m contour on the edge of the bank. and extended out at 75 and 110 m. It
became denser and gradually intensified until on the Mexicana Point side of the
gully in 201 m it reached from 70 to 165 m. Thereafter it decreased somewhat,
although near the Sea Otter Group it intensified again extending from the bottom
to r-:terge with the surface layer.

Aggregations of echoes of this type were observed to migrate vertically.
On one occasion in June off the southeast edge of the Goose Island Bank when two
layers of these dash-like echoes were observed, both moved towards the surface
during the night and descended again at daylight. At 2130 hours the upper layer
was between 4~ and 75 m and the lower between 110 and 145 m. By 2330 hours the
two layers had merged, forming a trace down to 110 m with areas of greatest
concentration at 35 and 75 m. At 0220 hours there was a concentration at 100-110
m which by 0310 hours had sunk to 140-145 m. The layer remained at this depth
at least until 0930 hours when observations ceased. By this time it had become
less intense and less persistent. The upper layer descended at dawn. At 0430
hours this layer was centred at about 90 m but by 0520 hours it was at 130 m.

Catches - In coastal waters the largest catches came from the gullies along the
edge of :'he Goose Island Bank and those hauls where aggregations of echoes of
th:..s type were observed at the depth fished. Paci fic ocean perch (Sebastodes
alutus) and other species of rockfish (mainly,?. flavidus,,?.~ and
§.. entom,las) were the dominant species (Tables III and IV) followed by Alaska
oollock Theragra chalcoararrrna) and blackcod (~~). Catches from
near the bottan were the largest and surface catches the smallest. Night catches
were lclrger than day catches from the corresponding depth level except in mid-
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water. The largest catches of turbot (Atheresthes ~) were made at night
near the surface rather than near bottcm where one would normally expect to find
flat fish in greatest num.bers.

(ii) Coastal banks - Few midwater or bottan echoes were found on the
Goose Island Bank itself or on the deeper Middle Bank.

Catches - Catches from these banks were small, and consisted mainly of salmon and
a small amount of herring. Woile the actual rnnnber of salmon of all five species
taker. was small (47), more were taken per hour of trawling over the banks than
elsev.here (Table IV). More salmon were taken at night than during the day and
more from rnidwater tows than from surface or bottan tows.

(iii) Dixon Entrance - In early November midwater and near-bottom echoes
were very !1U'1lerous in northern Hecate Strait and the eastern part of McIntyre Bay.
On one occasion very large, rather di ffuse schools 35-45 m deep were encountered
on 'the cottOOl bptween Triple Island and Rose Spit. In McIntyre Bay the character
of the schools changed as nurr:erous dash-like echoes became associated with it.
LatF:r the di ffuse layer disappeared and the dash-like echoes fonned a layer 45 m
th ck, 18 m off the bottOOl. On another occasion an intense midwater layer was
er:co'J:ltered in McIntyre Bay from Rose Spit westward. The core of this layer
lay bptween 35 and 55 m from the surface, later sinking and thickening until
( ... lay at :"5-110 m from the surface. A curtain of dash-like echoes extended
oelow it to 130 m later merging with the layer when it sank. As the water
shallowed towards Rose Spit the layer became less intense but formed with the
surface layer a curtain from top to bottom (in 130 m). To the west of Mclntyre
Bay di ffuse midwater layers were also encountered. On one occasion a layer
s:'rr.':"lar in appearance to the surface layer and about 18 m thick was centred
between 75 and 90 m, 18 to 35 m off the bottom. On another, a di ffuse layer was
observed at first near the bottom but later rising to 35-55 m from the surface.

Ca'l:ches - In the two hauls made in McIntyre Bay, Alaska pollock were dominant in
the surface haul and flatfish [principally lemon sale (Parophrys vetulus)] in the
bott.om (Tables III and IV). Turbot were relatively numerous in both.

(iv) Inlets, west coast, Queen Charlotte Islands - In most inlets
midwater and near-bottOOl echoes were not numerous. In most, scattered dash-like
echoes or small aggregations of such echoes were found. In some, such as Tasu
Sound, small homogeneous schools were present. Larger schools of this .type
appeared off the entrance to some inlets, and along the edge of the continental
shelf south of Tasu Sound.

~ - With the exception of two hauls with the Engel net off Port Chanal and
Skidegate Channel, the inlet catches were made with a shrimp trawl. They
consisted mainly of young flatfish and eelpouts (Tables III and IV). Because of
the large quantities of detritus and of small fish such hauls were only roughly
sorted; counts of each species were not made. However in one haul in Skidegate
CharL~el where the echosounder showed an aggregation of large dash-like echoes
a good catch mainly of large bocaccio (Sebastodes paucispinis) and turbot was
rr.ade.
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(v) Bowie Seamount - On the Bowie Seamount bottom and near-bottom echoes
were numerous and intense. Large schools were observed both over peaks and in
the valleys between. In waters 36~ m deep some schools appeared to extend 185 m
vertically (Fig. 3b). In other cases in shallower water, 90 m deep, schools
were 35-75 m high. The schools were more intense during the night than in the
day. In sane cases the main scattering layer was observed to merge with schools
lying over peaks.

~ - The very rough bottom wi th numerous sharp peaks usually made it impossible
to trawl through schools lying either in midwater or near the bottom. In some
cases by towing from deep water past a peak and into deep water again, it was
possible to make short tows over this type of bottom. Catches were limited, one
catch consisted of the rockfish (~~). Another made in the
evening over a peak and apparently not in a scattering layer yielded a variety
of bathypelagic fishes (the viperfish,~~ 40), lantern fishes of
five species t Lampanyctus ieucopsarus 6, 1:. • .ll.ll.lli 6,~~ 6,
~ .Ylill. 13, Tarletonbeania crenularis l; the melanostomiatids, Tactostoma
!!!.2..UQl2!,!i land Bathophilus~ 1; and the melamphid~~ 1.
Hook and line fishing while the boat was drifting yielded several large halibut
and catches of several species of rockfish(~~, §.. aleutianus,
~. pauc~ sQlnis, §. helyomaculatus, and ~. ~).

Generally speaking the catches made in coastal waters or over sea
mounts suggest that the aggregations of dash-like echoes may be due to concentra
tions of the larger pelagic species, principally rockfish, Alaska pollock, and
at times turbot and blackcod. In other areas it seems probable hake (Merluccius
12.~t!:!.§J and Pacific cod (~macrocephalus)may give echoes of similar type.

C. Open ocean scattering layer

Observations on the depth and movement of the sound scattering layers
were made using the Simrad 580-5 echoranging set as a sounder rather than the
less powerful Simrad 510-5 sounders. The latter provided additional more detailed
information at shallow depths.

Four scattering layers were distinguished but not all were necessarily
present at the same time. In June and July the main or third layer, the most
intense and persistent, lay generally between 220 and 330 m from the surface,
usually at about 275 m. Below this a deeper layer, the fourth, was often observed
at about 330-400 m. This layer Vias generally faint and rather intermittent.
Above the main layer one and sometimes two shallower layers were present. The
second layer was generally centered about 185 m but varied from 145 to 220 m.
This layer was generally, but not always, present. It was considerably less
intense than the main layer. The first layer was the least intense and the
most intermittent. When present, it was usually found at about 90 m but varied
between 75 and 130 m. The relatively few observations made in October-November
suggested the main layer was generally a little shallower, lying at about 185 m
and the deep layer possibly also sanewhat shallov.er, lying between 310'and
365 ffi, but considerably more intense than in summer. The two upper layers
were not observed at this season in the daytime.
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In the evening the layers rose towards the surface, descending again
towards dawn. Rates of ascent and descent of the order of 60-100 m per hour
were observed.

The ascent appeared to have two phases. First there was a slow
upwards drift, primarily of the main and second layers. This occurred
between about 1800 and 2100 hours (PST) and covered 35-90 m. This upwards
dri ft was followed by a rapid rise of 140-230 m by parts of the main layer
(Fig. 4). This ascent usually began between 2100 and 2200 hours and was
completed by 2300 to 2330 hours. The main layer seemed to split into three
sections. One part tended to remain at the daytime level of about 220-275 m
or to rise only slightly. The second part rose to 140-185 rn, merging with
and intend fying the second layer. The third part continued the rapid ascent
to within 45-90 m of the surface, sanetimes merging with the upper (first)
layer or with the surface layer. Both this part of the main layer and the
upper layer tended to fade out shortly after the main ascent. By midnight
there were thus usually two layers present, one, the most intense, at
140-l8~ m, formed probably of parts of the main layer and of the second layer,
the other at about 220-275 m being that part of the main layer which had not
migrated.

Few observations on the behaviour of the deep layer were made. In
one instance an upwards drift of 45 m was observed about 1700 hours, after
which the layer faded out. However there sometimes appeared to be indications
of an ascent towards the main layer at between 1900 and 2000 hours and again
hetween 2200 hours and midnight. There were also sanetimes faint indications
of an ascent frorn the deep layer to the next layer above it between 0200 and
0400 hours.

The main descent occurred very rai?idly over about 1-1/2 to 2 hours,
between approximately 0400 and 0600 hours (Fig. 5). There was a gradual
intensi fication of a layer at about 90 m over, a period of possibly an hour.
This was followed by a very pronounced intensi fication and rapid descent of
this layer and that part of the main night-time layer at 140-185 m to approxi
mately the daytime level of 220-275 m. Part of the layer apparently remains at
tte 185 m level forming the daytime second layer. A slow descent covering about
45 m occurred throughout the morning so that the layers reached their deepest
point between about noon and 1400 hours. In two or three instances a faint
layer was seen to break away from the lower night-time layer (at about 230-
275 m) and to descend and fade out". This may be part of the daytime deep
layer descending.

"'Signal strength decreases as the square of the distance between
transducer and target. As a layer producing a weak signal descends, signal
strength will decrease rapidly and the layer appear to fade out. It is also
possible that as the layer descends it disperses until it is no longer dense
enough to return an echo.
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Whether or not the second layer migrates vertically is not clear from
the observations available. If it does, movement upwards and downwards is
synchronized with that of the main layer. Like the latter, the second layer
exhibited an early evening upwards dri ft. On the other hand, after the
main ascent a more intense layer remained at the level of the second layer
than before. Following the main descent a weaker layer remained behind.
Part of this layer could have been carried up or down by the movement of
the main layer. but part was obviously not affected. The second layer was
observed to split, part moving upwards and shortly fading out.

During the day the depth of the main layer oscillated somewhat
varying up to 35-45 min 2 to 3 hours. The less intense first and second
layers moved as well, often in synchrony, at times splitting and merging
with each other.

In November the layers exhibited the same general pattern of diel
migration. Because of the shallower general depth of the layer the ascent
and descent covered a somewhat shorter distance. The timing was roughly
the same to an hour later.

The scattering layers continued in to the continental slope, which
acted as a boundary. At the edge of the slope the layers lay at slightly
above their usual open ocean depth. In sane instances the deep layer
appeared to bend up and merge with the m'ain layer just before reaching
the slope. On the edge of the slope, lying above the main layer numbers
of separate cloudlike schools were sometimes found.

Catches - A total of 49 midwater trawl hauls (Fig. 1) were made at various
depths and in various positions relative to the sound scattering layers
present in waters beyond the continental shelf. Of these hauls, 20 were
made on Cruise 64-6, 14 in the day and 6 at night; 5 on Cruise 64-12,
2 in the day and 3 at night; and 24 on Cruise 65-7, 17 during the day
and 7 at night.

Two hauls were made to below the deepest sound scattering layers
recorded; one on Cruise 64-6 to about 730 m, the other on Cruise 65-7 to
510-595 m. The catches from these deep tows, the largest from each of
those cruises, di Hered considerably from the other catches in species
composition. While myctophids continued to be the dominant group, argentinids
and melamphids were also numerous. Of the myctophids, Lampanyctus leucopsarus
was the dominant species as opposed to Hieroos thornpsoni or Diaphus theta
in the other tows.

In Cruise 65-7, except for the deep haul, the average total catch
of all species per hour of fishing at 5.2 km/hr (Table V) was greatest in
the daytime from the main layer. The average catch per hour from immedi
ately below this layer was about one-half that in it. Catches from above
the main layer, in the second layer, above the first layer, and in the
deep layer were all small. On the other two cruises whi Ie no hauls were
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made below the main layer (except for one deep haul to about 730 m) the
average catch per hour of fishing was again much greater in the main layer
than above it.

At night it appeared that fish were not concentrated to the same
extent in anyone position relative to the layers. On Cruise 65-7 the
average night catches per hour from the main layer was about one-quarter
th~ daytime catches. The catch from below the main layer was the greatest
but was sanewhat less than the average daytime catch per hour from the
same position relative to the layer. and less than the daytime catch from
the same depth. The catch from the second layer was a li ttle less than
that from the main layer. On Cruise 64-6 the night-time catch from the
main layer was a 1ittle greater than the daytime catch but was only about
one-hal f the night catch from the second layer. There was an appreciable
ca ch frOT. the surface layer. On Cruise 64-12 in late October the night
tior.e surface catch was the largest, much greater than that from either
above or in the main layer. The average catch from above the main layer
was d little laI'ger than that in it.

The total catch from all three cruises, includiN;;! the two deep tows,
amou!1t.ed to just over 10,600 individuals. In Table VI are shown the depth
and position of each haul with reference to the sound scatteriN;;! layers and
the cOlr.posi tion of the catch by species or in the case of less frequently
occurring for.'fls by fa-nily. Lanternfish (Myctophidae) by far the dcxninant
9roup mad"" up about 81%, viper fish (Chauliodontidae) 6%, deepsea smelt
{Argentinidae: 4%, melamphids (Melamphaidae) almost entirely from the two
de~J.I tows 2%, rockfish (Scorpaenidae) about one-half pelagic juveniles 2%,
and flatfish (Pleuronectidae) almost entirely larval forms 2%. The re
maining 2% was made up of individuals from 27 species 1n 21 families.

Of the eight species of lanternfish taken, four were common,
Hierops thompsoni, Diaphus theta, Tarletonbeania~, and Lampanyctus
If'!ucopsarus and four were much less frequent, Tarletonbeania taylori,
Larr:panyctus ritteri, Lampanyctus~ and Lampanyctus nannochir. Depth
distribution and vertical migration varied appreciably with species.

On Cruise 65-7 the largest catches of Hierops thompsoni were made
in the daytime at 230-275 m in the main scattering layer. The numbers
caught decreased progressively in the deeper hauls (275-320 m and 320-
36':> m) still within this layer. In the one haul from 230-275 m when
the ll':ain layer lay below this depth range the numbers, while still
relatively high were only one-third to one-half those when the layer lay
in this depth range. Again, in 320-365 m, although the numbers involved
are considerably smaller, more were taken when the layer lay at this depth
thap. when it lay above it (90 individuals compared to 75). At night the
largest catches of this species were made in about the same depth range
as the largest daytime catches but were now from below the main layer.
The numbers caught were only about one-third the dclytime leveL The
catches in the main layer at 140-185 m were considerably larger than
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daytirre catches at this depth, although smaller than those from 230-275
and 275-320 m and below the main layer.

Catches of this species on Cruises 64-6 and 64-12 show the same
general pattern of distribution. While the numbers caught were consider
ably less than in 1965 and the depths fished somewhat shallower, down to
about 275 m. more were again taken from the main layer than from above
or below it. At night there was again an indication of movement towards
the surface wi th the layer.

On Cruise 65-7 the largest catches of Diaphus~ were two
taken in the daytime at about 365 m, one from the main layer, the other
from just below it. Of the two the former was the lat'ger by about one
third. Below 365 m daytime catches were small. Relatively large catches
were also made in the main layer at 230-275 m. Catches at this depth but
above the main layer were again small. None were taken shallower. At
nignt the largest catches were from the main layer but at a depth of
14 -185 m. Catches from the second layer at 90-140 m were also relatively
large• .moot one-half those in the main layer. Catches from 275-320 m but
below the maln layer were about one-third as large as those in it.

On the other two cruises the largest daytime catches were again
made in the main layer but from sOOIewhat shallower depths (185-230, and
230-27500). Only one tow was made to depths greater than 275m, this
was the deep tow to about 730 m. The number of Q.. ihlli.. caught was small.
At night on both cruises more were taken at 90-14000 just above the main
layer~ and in the second layer than in the main layer. In October (Cruise
64-l2) d large catch was made at the surface at night.

Lampanyctus leucopsarus was not as numerous in the catches as
ei ther ti. thompsoni or Q..~. The largest individuals were most abun
dant in the two deep hauls to below 550 m. Excluding these hauls, more
of this species were taken in the day in the main layer than above or below
it and more were taken when the layer was at about 230-275 00 than when it
was deeper. At night an upwards movement occurred. On Cruise 65-7 concen
trations were found at night in the main layer at 140-185 m - as canpared
to the daytime level of 230-275 m - and increased numbers at 90-140 m.
The numbers taken in 230-275 m but now below the main layer, while still
relatively large were less than in the daytime. On Cruise 64-6 there was
a night-time concentration in the second layer at 50-7500 and on Cruise
64-12 at the surface.

The numbers of Tarletonbeania crenularis taken were considerably
smaller than of the three preceding species. However, once again more
were generally taken from the main layer than from above or below it.
In one case where 5190i ficant numbers were taken below the main layer,
over twice as many were taken in another haul from the same depth but in
the main layer. There were indications of upwards dispersion at night.
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Of the four less frequent species, it would appear from the small
numbers taken that Tarletonbeania taylori resembled I. crenularis in
distribution and Lampanyctus ritteri resembled .!t. leucopsarus. 1:.. regalis
may be a deeper water form than either 1,. leucopsarus or .b..!.!.lllli. It
occurred mainly in the two deep daytime hauls and in the deeper night-time
hauls. 1:.. nannochir was only taken in two tows. This species may be
synonymous with !:.. Ieucopsarus (Chapman, 1940).

The viperfish Chauliodus macouni, a stomiatoid, was the only species
other than myctophids taken regularly in appreciable numbers. While more
were taken in the main layer than above it, the greatest numbers were taken
during the day below this layer in depths of 365-455 m. At night fewer were
taken below the main layer than in the day and some appeared in catches above
the main layer and in the second and surface layers, showing there was
considerable vertical migration.

Ar:.other stomiatoid, the melanostomiatid Tactostoma macropus was
taken fairly frequently, mainly at night or in the day in deep hauls below
36~ m. It was apparently more abundant and had a shallower depth range in
the late fall than in sUJl'l'ner.

Five species of argentinid were taken. The two deep tows yielded
not only all five species but also the greatest quantities. In these hauls
Bathylagus l':'lilleri and j;!. pacificlls were numerous. The latter species also
occurred in the deeper night tows to 230-27~ m. !!. ochotensis was taken on
only one occasion during the day, but at night, especially on Cruise 64-12
(late October) ~ it occurred from the surface downward. Nansenia candida
was taken 1n the daytime mainly in hauls below 320 m while at night it
appeared more numerous in the upper 140 m. Only a single specimen of
Leuroglossus stilbius was taken, in one of the deep hauls.

The depth distribution of the various species of fish caught tend
to follow the same general pattern as the sound scattering layers. During
the daytime there was a definite main layer, distinct and continuous, at
about 27~ m, but varying at times from 230 to 36~ m. One and sometimes
two secondary layers occurred above the main layer and these were much
less distinct and generally intermittent. At times there was a faint deep
layer below the main layer. At night pronounced changes occurred. The
main layer rose toward the surface and frequently split. A portion,
generally not very intense, sometimes remained behind at the daytime level.
The migratory portion moved towards the surface crossing and apparently
reinforcing the secondary layers. It was not apparent whether or not
this layer entrained parts of the secondary layers in its upwards sweep.
There was some suggestion from the increased intendty of the secondary
layers that part of the main migrating layer may have remained with these
layers while part migrates through them towards the surface. During the
day the largest catches were from below 18~ m, generally from the same
depth as the main layer. Catches above the main layer tended to be very
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small. Oi fferent species apparently had di fferent depth preferences. The
maximum catches of !!. thomosoni were from 230-275 m coincident with the
presence of the main layer at this depth, while the largest catches of
'1. theota were from 310-365 rn, again at a time when the main layer lay at
that depth. At night there was less tendency for large catches to be
made at a particular depth - such catches sometimes smaller than the
maximum daytime catches were made over a wider range of depths - from
the daytime depth of the main layer, frem the main layer, and from the
generally intensi Hed secondary layer.

It would thus appear that certain species of the more common
bathypelagic fish are associated with the sound scattering layers and tend
to maintain this relationship at night as well as in the day. Concentrations
of fish apparently also occurred below the main layer at depths where no
sound scattering layers were detected. Because of the greater depth these
concentrations could be almost as dense as those of the main layer and still
not provide a detectable echo. Fish were not the only organisms in the
scattering layers. Invertebrates, mainly coelenterates, which mayor may
not reflect sound waves, were numerous in most hauls. Sergistid prawns were
taken in a number of the deeper hauls. Several forms of small squid were
taken but never in quantity. Smaller zooplankton were not taken. However
the mesh of the net was probably too large (codend mesh size 2.0 an) to
retain in quantity zooplankton smaller in size than euphausiids. The latter
were observed entangled in the web in some tows from the continental shelf.

II. Unusual species and range extensions

On the three cruises a total of 90 species in 39 families
(Table II) were caught, including 8 not recorded before from British
Columbia. Range extensions and uncommon sl?ecies are described in more
detail in another report (Taylor, 1967a, MS) and are mentioned here only
briefly!

1. Sagamichthys abei (?) Parr, 1953 - a single specimen, most probably
of this species was taken from a depth of 510-595 m. A second specimen,
a juvenile, in damaged condition taken in 185-275 m, was tentatively
referred to this species. Lavenberg and Grinols (MS 1965) have reported
§.. abei from the Antarctic, off Japan, California, Oregon, and Washington
and questionably off British Columbia.

2. Bathylagus ochotensis (Schmidt, 1938). A total of 19 specimens were
taken in the open ocean hauls in 1964 and 1965, at depths from near the
surface to 825 m. The first record of this species off Bdtish Columbia
was from about 340 miles5 west of Kyuquot Sound (SOON 135°W) by McAllister
(1959). Aron (1960) collected 967 specimens between southern California and
the Aleutian Islands, of these 53 could be considered as taken off British
Columbia and two near the Aleutian Islands.

SMiles used are nautical miles and equivalent to 1.85 km.
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Na'"'sef'l_a ':'andida Cohen, 1958 - a total of 22 specimens were taken from
sOloth a"!d west of the Queen Charlotte Islands 1n 1964 and 1965 at depths
ra'lgiT19 from 100 to 825 m. In addi tian 36 more specimens recorded as Nansenia
sp. were aken in the same area in 1965. This species was first recorded off
he British Columbia coast by McAllister (1959) from SOoN Lat.) 135°W Long.

Aron (1960) reported one specimen from 45°46'N, 146°25'W. Of specimens he
listed as Nansenia sp. "'one are reported north of SooN, 55 between 48°N and
SooN, and 30 south of 48°N. The present catches represent a range extension
of about 400 miles.

4. Lampa"yctus "'a"'lrocrir (Gilbert), 1891 - 44 specimens were identified in
twO hauls off the QJee .... Charlo te IslaPds (Tables 1 and II). There appears to
be some doub w'1e her this species is distinct from 1:. leucopsarus. Bolln
(939) and Fraser Brunner (1949) regard it so. Chapman (1940) could not
spparate the two species in a sample of over 1,100 specimens from southeastern
Alaska and the Quee' Charlo te Islands. Mrs. 1. Radforth (personal cOIllDunica-
io~) fo d that "only the fact "hat there were many 1:.. leucopsarus (231) in

the sample made the separation of the two species possible." If!:. nannochir
is a dis inct species. these specimer.s are the only occurrence other than
CJ"oapman':i of this species in British Columbia. It is not unCOlllJlon and has been
reported from Alaska to !"Iorthern California (Grinols MS).

I) No+olepis ill.§.Q.!. (Bonaparte), 1841 4 specimens were taken in an area
710825 m. 230 255 m, and 155-185 m. Rofen (1966) considers that Notolepis
~ (Jordan ar.d Gilbert) is synonymous with Notolepis !i.§.ill rissoi
(Bonaparte). This species has previously been reported in the North Pacific
from the Strait of Juan de Fuca (1), at Port Townsend, Washington. in Puget
So;"d (2), off California (6), and off Japan (1) (Rofen, 1966; Grinols, MS).
The present specimens represent the first definite records of this species in
British Columbia and a range extension of about 200 miles.

6. Scopelosa':rus harryi (7) (Mead), 1953 - 2 specimens were taken off the
Queen Charlotte Islands, one from a depth of 730-825 m, the other from
510-595 m. The species was previously known from the type taken off Iwate
Prefecture, Japan (Mead and Taylor, 1953). The specimens have been referred
to §.. harryi; final confirmation will depend on the review of the family now
in progress by N. B. Marshall of the British Museum.

7. Borodulina~ (7) (Gunther), 1878 - 4 specimens were taken in 1965,
one about 30 miles S x Woff Cape St. James in 220-275 m and the others about
50 miles southwest of Tasu Sound in 510-595 m. These are the first records
for this species in British Columbia and extend the range north from the Gulf
of Pa"lama. The specimens differ from Bordulina 9.1ill. reported by Chapman
(1940) from northern British Columbia 1n having more dorsal rays (300-350
instead of 260), more anal rays (265-'270 instead of 205) and more lateral line
pores (188---191 instead of 156) but agree with ~. iofans in these characters
a"d also in certain body proportions. Whitley (1931) states that~
lSSS, Jordan aJ'd Davis (Pisces) is preoccupied by~, Mulsant and
VerresJX 1866 (Aves), and provides a substitute name Borodulina Whitley 1931.

S SerrivolTlPr jesperseni Bauchot-Boutin, 1953 - one specimen was taken
from a depth of 730-825 m. The nearest previous record was from the Gulf of
Panama, some 2600 miles to he south. This specimen was compared with the
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descriptions in the latest revision of the genus by Bauchot (1959) and
Bauchot-Boutin (1953-1954). It agrees in dentition type, anal and caudal fin
ray counts, and number and arrangement of branchiostegal rays. It differs in
having 132 instead of 147-170 dorsal rays.

9. Caristius macropus (Bellotti), 1903 - a single specimen was taken 50
miles southwest of Tasu Sound from a depth of 265-280 m. This represents the
second specimen recorded from British Columbia and the eastern north Pacific
Ocean. The other specimen was taken from 389 m SSW of Estevan Point on
Vancouver Island (Welander, Alverson and Bergman, 1957).

10. Oneirodes eschrichti group (Bertelsen), 1957 - a single specimen was
taken 50 miles southwest of Tasu Sound on July 11, 1965, from a depth of 510
595 m. This is the second specimen from British Columbia. The first was taken
in 1934 west of Graham Island. It was described by Chapman (l939) as
Or:'irodes bulbosus. Bertelsen (l95l) grouped together a number of species of
tr.e genera Ondrodes and Dolopichthys into the~~ group
pending the collection of more specimens.

11. OrIeirodes acanthias (Gilbert), 1915 - a single specimen was taken in
the same haul as the specimen of Q. eschrichti group. It is the first record
of this species from British Columbia; although it has been taken in the Gulf
of Alaska. Bertelsen (l951) synonymizes Dolopichthys thompsoni Schultz, 1934,
with Opeirodes acanthias (Gilbert, 1915). The former was described from the
Gulf of Alaska, the latter from California. Two additional specimens have been
taken off California.

12. Chaenophryne cL parviconus Regan and Trewavas, 1932 - the damaged head
is all that remains of a ceratioid taken from 730-825 m, 30 miles southwest of
Cape St. James. From the shape of the operculum and suboperculum (Bertelsen,
1951) it would appear to belong to genus Chaenophryne rather than to Oneirodes,
a genus known to occur in British Columbia. Grinols (MS) has reported
~. parviconus from Oregon. On geographic grounds this head is referred to that
species. The specific diagnostic characters are missing.

13. Paricelinus hopliticus Eigenmann and Eigenmann, 1889 - a specimen was
taken in a haul on the Middle Bank in Queen Charlotte Sound. This represents
the second record of this species from British Columbia. The first was taken
somewhat to the north near North Danger Rocks in Hecate Strait (Barraclough
and Ketchen, 1963).

14. Malacottus kincaidi Gilbert and Thompson, 1905 - this species is
commonly taken by bottom trawls in the Strait of Georgia at depths of 27-120 m
(Clemens and Wilby, 1961). The capture of two specimens off the Queen Charlotte
Islands, in midwater, one in 90-140 rn, the other in 220-275 m, over depths of
1830-2200 m is of interest.

15. Bathyphilus flemingi Aron and McCrery, 1958 - 4 specimens were taken,
3 about 50 miles southwest of Tasu Sound, and one near the Bowie Seamount.
Aron (l960) records the previous most northern records as 49°59'N, 138°14'W.
These specimens extend the range north about 250 km.
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I. Sound scattering layers

A. The sur fa ce layer

This layer was always present both in coastal waters and in the
open ocean. It varied considerably in intensity and thickness frequently
appearing as a double layer. It was less intense in the day than at night,
in late autumn than in summer, in inlets and over banks than around the
banks or in the open ocean. From its behaviour the surface layer appeared
to be of biological rather than mechanical origin, and possibly due to con
centration of the smaller zooplankton.

B. Midw3ter and near-bottom echoes

(1) Coastal waters - there appeared to be 3 general types of echo:

(i) A diffuse, soft rather formless layer. This layer is thought
to be produced by echoes of larger zooplankton such as euphausiids. It was
observed by i tsel f on only 2 or 3 occasions but may have occurred more often
in conjuncti on wi th other types 0 f layer.

(U) A hanogeneous appearing layer in which the individual echoes
when apparent are diffuse or blurred. This layer is probably produced by
schools of herril1l3 or of similar small schooling fish.

(iii) Aggregations of separate dash-like traces. As the schools
become more dense the dashes merge to form short streaks or blotches, and
the traces develop a more di ffuse appearance. This type of echo was wide
spread with concentrations in the gullies around the Goose Island Bank
and southeast of the Sea Otter group, in McIntyre Bay, off the northwest
shore of Graham Island, in some inlets on the west coast of the Queen
Charlotte Islands and on the Bowie Seamount. Echoes of this type appeared
to be associated with concentrations of demersal fish such as rockfish,
whiting and possibly Pacific cod. Layers of this type were observed to
rise from the bottom at night and to ascend toward the surface.

(2) Open ocean layers - 4 sound scattering layers in addi tion to
the surface layer were distinguished but not all were necessarily present
at the same time.

(i) The first layer when present lay between 75 and 130 m,
generally at about 90 m. This layer was the least intense and the most
intermittent of the four.

(ii) The second layer was generally centred at about 185 m,
but varied between 145 and 220 m. This layer was generally but not always
present and was considerably less intense than the main layer.

(iii) The third or main layer varied in depth between 220-330 m
and usually lay at about 275 m. It was the most intense and persistent layer.
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(i J The fourth layer lav between 330-400 m. It was generally
fair.t ard r3theI intenc:;.ttent.

At dusk the main layer in particular rose toward the surface,
passing through the upper layers, and often splitting into 3 sections. It
tended to fade out at about 75-90 m. At dawn the layer reformed and sank.
It was not clear whether the second layer also moved upwards at dusk. Part
lIIay have been carried up with the main layer but part was not affected.
Two observatio"'s on the behaviour of the deep layer were made. In sane
i1"lstance:s there were s'Jggestions of vertical movement.

II Catches

A Coasta 1 banks

1) Catches from the Goose Island and Middle Banks were very small,
l""onsisting usually of no more than a few fish.

(2) Bottom catches, mainly sandlance (Ammodvtes hexapterus), and
so:r.e herring «lupea I&llilli) were larger than midwater or surface catches,
'J'.a~"'lly sal!I:.on OncQrhyAchus spp ).

(l) Catches from the gullies arQund the banks were the largest
~ade, due to the numbers of rockfish (mainly Sebastodes alutus) and
whiting '.~ chalcooramma) taken.

(2) In the gullies, the bottom catches were the largest, the surface
catches the smallest. Rockfish and whiting dOO1inated in both bottom and
midwater catches j salmQn, turbot (Atheresthes ~) and blackcod
(Anoplopoma fimbria) in the surface catches.

(3) Botl:om and near-surface catches during the night were larger
thal1 th.ose during the day. However in midwater for some reason not at
present understood more whiting and rockfish (§.. alutus, ~. flavidus,
and ~. ~) were caught during the day than at night, and hence
day catchps were larger. In the surface catches, more salmon were taken
at 0l3ht than during thf' day. Turbot and blackcod were the dominant species
in the surface catches at night. The great prQportion Qf turbot taken
orcuued i'1 these catches.

C QUE'pn Charlotte Islands inlets

Here aside from one large catch of herring, small flatfish of
variolJs species were the daninant group Because of the numbers involved
drd th~ short time available thesE' flatfish were only roughly sorted and
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not countl:>d Eelpouts (family Zoarcida~) were a Iso numerous. However no
attempt was made to sort or identi fy them. The most lnterestifYJ feature
of a number of the inlet catches was the presence of numbers of O-group
rockfish, mainly ocean perch (§,. alutus).

D. Open ocean catches

(1) The species canposition of open ocean catches from the continental
slope and borderland differed markedly from those from inshore localities.
Lanternfish were the ':tost common group, next came the viper fish, Chauliodus
macQuni, and then the argentinidse The lanternfish were mainly of two species,
Hlerops~ and~~, two other species, Lampanyctus

eucopsarus and Tarletonbeania crenularls were fairly numerous. Three other
spec... es of La:npanyctus and one of Tarletonbeania occurred occasionally.
Six species of argentinid were taken,~~ and g. milleri
were the two most common. Rockfish were occasionally taken even in hauls
73C-825 Dl in 2380 m of Nater. They were mainly Sebastodes aleutianus.

(2) Tables IV and V show the catches per hour of the more common
species by day and night in relation to the sound scattering layers and
to 'Jl;pth. The depth distribution of the various specitos is discussed in
more detail in another report (Taylor, 1967b, MS) and are only presented in
summary form there.

(i) More of the lanternfish !:!.. thompsoni and Q.. theta were
caught in the main sound scatteTing layers than above or below it. The
latter species t however J was also numerous in catches from below the main
layer.. Most of the Lamoanyctus leucopsarus were caught below the main
layer. The viper fish, Chauliodus macouni, and the argentinids were also
morE! numerous below the main layer than in or above it.

(ii) Diurnal migration, although shown by nearly all species,
was more pronounced in some than in others. Night catches from below
185 m tended to be smaller than day catches t while those from above 185 m
tended to be larger. In the daytime the largest catches of Diaphus~
were made between 365 and 455 m, at night between 140 and 185 m. In the
daytime Hierops thompsoni was apparently most numerous between 185 and 275 m,
at night catches were smaller and no pronounced concentrations encountered.
Lampanyctus leucopsarus was most numerous in the daytime deep hauls below
455 m. At night there was evidence of a vertical migration extending into
the upper 185 m of water. The viper fish (Chauliodus~) was most
numerous in catches from 365 m or deeper. At night more were taken in the
upper 365 m than in the daytime. Argentinids were more rnntlerous in the
hauls deeper than 455 m than in shallower hauls.

E. Catches from the vicinity of seamounts

The catches fran near the Dellwood Hills were typical of other
open ocean catches, as were the catches fran deep water near the Bowie
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Seamount. The echosounder showed the presence of large schools of fish
on or near the bottom on the Bowie Seamount i tsel f. However, the very
rough bottom with numerous high peaks effectively prevented trawling on
or near the bottom. Attempts were made but were largely unsuccessful.
Handline fishing with large jigs took several halibut from 20-90 kg each
and numerous large rockfish (Sebastodes ruberrimus, .§.. paucispinu5 I

§.. aleutianus, and §.. helvana~

III Unusua 1 soecies and range extensions

A total of 90 species in 39 families were caught. Of these, 8
have not been recorded previously off Bri tish Columbia, and 5 have been
recorded only once before. The 8 new B.C. records are: Sagamichthys abei,
Lampanyctus nannochir, Notolepis rissoi rissoi, Scopelosaurus harryi,
BorOdUlil"? infans, Serrivomer iesperseni,~ acanthi as and
Chaenophryne cf.parviconus. Second records for B.C. arel Bathylagus
~, Nansenia c3ndida, Caristius~,Oneirodes eschrichti-group
and Paricelinus hopliticus.
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rib Ie III. The cltch per hour (It I ,pled of 5.2 Icm/hr) of the more frequently caught apeeln (or fmilin) for nch hlul
in rehtion to type of locality and general depth zone in contll re9ion•.

General
depth

Dey
or

night

Cruile
a haul
numOOr dlblj~lli 11hII j~ II II jllhli Ihlhllllhi 1111 j "• u

~.
~~

O.

Bonk - Engel ~et

Surface I Day 164-6-4 1

" "0" 'I" I" I"'" I" I"~ I" I"~ I" I" '" 1
76L

I"64-6-10 .• 1 1...... lL •• .• •• •. •• •• many ..
64-6-13 ..•• .••• 4 •• lL .. •• .. •• •. .. 4L .. lseveral
64-12-1

Midwater I Night 164~-6 12 4 20
64~-14 , . .. .. .. .. .. ,. 2 .. manyl ..

Bottom I Day I~~~ 1 B6 .. 1 '. 2 " .. .,
321+ I"lJ .. .. ..
f •• ,.J .._ w

'"64-6-12 15J .' 23L .. .. 1 ,
I ,

GJlly - Engel net

Surface I Day 164-6-34 1 1 .. .. lDL ., .' 1 ':1"64~-~ 1 .' .. .. .. 1 .. .. ....
64-6-30 lJ .. 77L '.

Night 164-6-3 ., (30) ..
64-6-8 1 1 B 1 7 8
64~-36 8 1 .. (33) .. 1
64~-28 2 40 2 2 (50) '. (4) ..
64-6-32 1 .. many ,. .. (42) .. (79) .. (14)

Mldwater I Day 164-6-1 1 .. (49) .. .. '66 (41) (8)
64-6-11 11 2 2
64-6-26 3 1 16 4 436
64-6-31 ., (96) .. (11 ) .. (1) 1 1 (8), ..

Night [64-6-7 1 3L 1 62
64-6-35 .. (11) ..



T.ble III (cont 'd.)

Generl1
dlpth

o.y
or

night

Cruise
& haul
number JiII~IJ~113111~ III~ II II jllhllllhlhll!lbi III ~~

S~

Bottom o.y 64-6-2
64-6-33
64-6-24
64-6-29
64-6-21

"",(18) I""1 .. .,
(378) ""
(I,) ""
(218) ""

(2), ""

"" Is46
4>8
86

""1~7

(I~) I(~~ll ::
(21) 1

6 7
(74) (8)1), ""

Dbon Entrance - Engel net

Surface I Night 1 64 - 12- 6 I

Bottom I Night 164-12-1 12

43 1 34

few 1 22

14

16 1114

'8

121

I

l::
Bowle Seamoynt - Engel n~t

Bottom Day I65-7-24
65-1-25

Night 165-1-26

74

178

Inlets ~ Engel net

Bottom o.y
::=~;=~;I :: I :: ~1~~0~::

BowIe Seamount ~ No.4 Barrac1ough- JOh~sOn ~et

Bottom I Day 165-7-30

Night 165-1-31

Inlets - shrimp net

Midwater I Day 164-12-141""
64-12-15 ..
64-12-16 ,. "" I""



Table 111 (cant'd)

General
depth .;~,I:? Idll~li~lliIIbII Ij II II illhll Iblljllllbi III ~~

5X-
0- ~

''''r ~ rBottom I Day 164-12-9 f.w 58 .. .. 12 10 all all 380 150J .. O4J ..
64-12-10 .. 14 .... -,,- -,,- 220.. .. .. .. .. many ..
64~12-13 .. (I») .. J"~ ~:~". '~ '~ ~~ m: I: 1;;"1""64-12-17 17 67
64-12-18 2B . . many ~6 13~8 •• ~2J. • •• ••• • - "-
64-12-19 18 2' . . . . some many 90 . . .. 3~ ••• • few
~-12-20 6 22 1669 .. .. man 319 some many 672 .. 11...... many
64-12-21 .. 319 17 .. ...... 27. •• 17



Table IV. Avenge numbers per houl of trawling at ').2 km/hr c f the more dbJ.ndan1 species (or f<tmilies) in various
coastal loc;ali ties.

.c
u -:;

-0
.. ~

-" ~
~

~
u

~g' c .... 0 U 0.

~• u u <Cc] -" 0 0 .. ~
~ ~~

..
~

.~ .0 ~ .... "" . 1! ~.~ ..
~~

u ~ .c u :S. ~ 0 ~ • u ....0 .:r '" <C 0. .... o~ '" 0. 0 o H '" 0

Goose Island 8. I Surface Day .. 1 1 11' +. + .. + 20+L several
Middle Bank

Midwater Night 6 15 .. .. 1 1 .. 1 many L

Bottom Day 29 + 5J 8L .. 1 .. .. 107+L

Gullies Surface Day .. 1 3L .. .. + ..
~~LI

+
Night 8 3 6 26 .. 38 ., 4 1

Midwater Day .. 2 23 8 1 L 283 239
Night .. .. 26 6 .. i 3 18

I I w
Bottom Day .. .. 98 + .. + 387 29 + '"

Night .. .. 208 .. .. .. 2067 1047

McIntyre Bay Surface Night .. .. 34 14 5 5 ..
5JI

..
I

43

Bottom Night .. .. 22 16 114 1 .. 12J .. 21

Inlets (Engel Net) Bo~tom Day 7167

(Shrimp Net) Midwater Day

(Shrimp Net) Bottom Day
many

lJ= juvenile; L = larvae

"'In many cases, catches reported as weights were converted to numbers using what information was available
on average weights 0 f the various species. All figures are rounded to the nearest whole number; a plus sign
indicates less than 0.5 individuaL The following average weights were used: herring 0.25 lbj pollock 2.3 Ib;
turbot 2.3 Ib; blackcod LO lb; other rockfish -~ breyispinus 5.0 Ib; 2,.~ 3.5 lb; ,§,. oaucisoinus
5.5 Ib; §..~ (elliatus?) 2.0 Ib; §..~ 1.0 lb.
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Table V. The day and night average total catch per hour's fishing in

relation to various scattering layers for each cruise.

Cruise 64-6
June

Day Night

Cruise 64-12
Oct .-Nov.

Day Night

Cruise 65-7
July

Day Night

Sur fa ce layer + 99 807

Above 1st layer

BetHean 1st & 2nd layers 62

In 2nd layer 315 261

Abo;e main (3rd) layer 30 366 137

In main layer 123 162 193 332 1,120 292

Below maln layer 595 526

In deep (4th) layer 102

Below deep layer 494 1,404



Tabl. VI. The catch per houri of the more frequently caught species (or families) for each haul in relation to sound scaltering layerl and depth.

Po."'on ro .o,nd IDop," IC",...nd D.y 0'
~::

il hdIi II II tUhh'II Ii I! t I ~lIc.ltering layer rt:r heul no. night
8,1:(Catches lI,de by Engel tr,wl)
~l}

In surface layer 0-4~ 64-6-38 D :: I0-4~ 64-6-43 D ,
Above luin layer 90-140 64-6-1~

140-18~ 64-6-42
14a.-18~ 64-6-4~

I n main layer 1140-18~ 64-6-17 D 1 10L'
140-18~ 64-6-16 D 4 37L' ,
18~-23O 64-6-39 D 3 8 • '" 18 3 3 w
18~-230 64-6-41 D 11 175 17. 24 3B 1

....
18~-23O 64-6-47 D • 10 20 , • .J> I •

230-2~ 64-6-37 D 1 31 13. • 14 5 12
230-27~ 64-6-44 D 1
230-27!) 64-6-20 D 13 3. 4 52 1

Be low deep 1.yer 640-730 64-6-21 D .7 18 34 • 41 • 131 77 2 112

Abov. llain layer 90-140 64-12-4 D 5 4 I.
In lIain lIyer 18~-230 64-12-3 D 13 175

Above firat layer 4!)-90 6~-7-1 D 2J"
4~-90 ~-7-23 D

In firat lIyer 4~-90 6~-7-1!'l D .. I·· 1 .. 1 .. I .. I .. 1 .. I ··1 .. I .. I .. I 2J

In IIconcl layer 90-140 6~-7-4

140-18~ 6~-7-3

140-18~ 6!)-7-9 1 D 1 .. I .. I .. I .. 1 .. I .. 1 .. 1 .. I .. I .. 1 .. I .. I .. I .. I 15J



Table VI (cont 'd.)

Posl tion re sound I Depth ~:~-t,'·; IhlJillllillllll1 II tllllhlhllllhll;lt Iii
scatter1"9 hiyer r(~r

Above .a1n hiyer 114O-18:'l 6:'l-7-14

18:'l-230 6:'l-7-8 D .. .. 2 .. .. 2 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 3lJ

23O-27:'l 6:'l-7·2 D .. .. .. 293 19 .. 4 12 24 .. .. .. .. .. 19J

In main hiyer 1230-27:'l 6~-7-7 D .. .. n 724 493 11 .. 11 118 .. .. .. .. 19J
230-27:'l 6~-7-13 0 .. .. 66 6" 433 11 ., • 202 3 .. .. .. .. 'J'3

27~-320 6~-7-27 0 .. .. 54 297 29 20 .. .. 2 .. .. .. .. .. ..
32O-36~ 65-7-12 0 .. .. 29 91 930 87 .. 24 18 3 .. 2 .. .. lJ

&lolfll main lIyer 1320-365 6~-7-6 0 27 .. 49 70 720 37 17 12 32 .. .. .. .. .. 34J'2

36~-410 6~-7-18 0 30 2 32 21 93 .. .. .. 21 17 .. .. .. .. 2 1 4 IZ
410-4~5 65-7-26 0 2 .. 242 6. 121 24 .. .. 93 .. .. .. .. .. 2 1 2

In deep hiyer 41Q-45:'l 6:'l-7-2O 0 8 13 42 4 .. .. .. 2 10 .. .. .. .. .. 23'21 19

Belolfll deep layer :'lOO-59:'l 65-7-19 0 217 26 78 • 8 .. .. 1 1026 1 17 40 .. .. 2 124

In lurhce hiyer 0-45 64-6-19 N .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 162L
0-45 64-6-23 N .. .. 17 2 14 .. .. .. .. .. " .. ..

Betw..n first and 4:'l-90 64-6-18 N .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. OSL
second hivers

In .econd layer 9<)-140 64-6-40 N 4 1 6 2 194 2 .. .. 104

In main layer 140-185 64-6-46 N .. .. 10 17 .. .. .. .. 9.

18~-230 64-6-22 N .. .. 54 38 80 11 .. .. 19

In lurface layer I , 64-12-2 N 14 27 .. .. 'OS 38 .. " 126

Above ma 1n layer 90-140 64-12-6 N 1 13 6 .. 220 23 .. .. 84

In main layer 1140-18:1 64-12-5 N 1 13 17 .. 139 3 .. .. 123123112



Table VI (cont'd.)

Post Hon re sound
.cattering layer

Depth
range
(.)

c~~~~en~~ ID:(g~;
iillill!lllllllll II 1.IIIIIIIJjllllljll~ll. ~~

g~

In second layer I 90-140 65-7-5 N 12 .. .. 10 184['[21'1"

In main layer I 90-140 65-7-22 N 9 .. 1. 9 49121·.1 .. 1"
140-18~ 65-7-10 N .. .. 17 78 '7' 110 I .. I • 1233
140-18~ 65-7-16 N .. .. .. , 83 .. 3 3 6

18~-230 65-7-21 N .. .. 45 " 7'

Below lIIain layer 1230-27~ 65-7-17 N '0 '2 28 132 78121··1211321" 118

27~-320 65-7-11 N 2' 1> " 137 107 I 28 I .. I 9 1107 I .. I 37

(Catches made by No.4 8erraclough-Johnson net)

Above first layer 4~-9O 65-7-34

Between first and 90-140 65-7-35
a.cond layers

In second layer 90-140 65-7-29

Above main layer 275·365 65-7-32

In second layer 185-275 65-7-33 12

IAt a .peed of '5.2 kDl/hr.
"'L = larval form.

:l J = juvenile.

40bampanyctus nannochir may be synonymous with 1... leucopsarus.

2J

21J

20

3J+2 I 26

:z
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Fig. 1. Map of the northern and central British Columbia coastl1ne showlng the location of each tow
and place names referred to 1n the text.



(a)

t.

Fig. 2. Examples of surface and near-bottom scattering layers: (8) double and single surface layer,
diffuse type of bottom layer; scattered dash-like echoes; (b) poorly developed surface layer
of inlet (Sk1degate Channel h (c-e) rapid intensification of surface layer; (f) typical
diffuse achool (herring); (9) aggregation of dash-like echoes to form layer.
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Fig. 3. Examples of scattering layers on Bowie Seamount, July 196~a

(a) intensive surface layer and bottom layer at 166 m
(b) extensive bottom layer in 278-4~ m
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101
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Fig. 4. Ascent of scattering layer, JUly 9, 1965. The third layer rose from 222 m (a), croning the second
at 130 m (d,e) and first at 92 m (e,f), fading out above ~6 m (h). The first and second layers
maintained approximately their original positions. The second layer spUt (atb), part r1alng to
111 m before fading out. Intensity of third layer decreased and of first and second layers increased.



F1g.~. Descent of scatter1ng layer, July 11, 1965. Part of third layer remained at about 222 m throughout
the night (a-e). Migratory part faded in at about 92 m (d), intendf1ed and decreased rapidly (e,f).
Note change of depth scale from 0-240 m to 0-1300 m in (a).
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